Lee spends weekend at Dordt

Dr. Francis Nigel Lee, professor of theology and philosophy at Fairfax Christian Junior College in Virginia, visited Dordt’s campus Dec 14. Dr. Lee’s visit was made possible through Rev Haan who made contact with him at the Christian Studies Center in Asheville, North Carolina.

Dr. Lee addressed the faculty Saturday night in West Commons at a special meal. He spoke on “Christian baptism as source of Christian religious basic motives.” He also led worship services at Sioux Center’s Third Christian Reformed Church Sunday. His morning’s theme was “Regeneration” based on John 3 and 2 Corinthians 5 as a basis. Lee expressed surprise but thankfulness when he talked about his impressions of Dordt. He was very impressed and felt Dordt impressive.

On Tuesday Lee spoke in Chapel on “the Bible and Education” using II Tim 2 and 3 as a basis. Lee expressed how the Gospel frees us from false dilemmas in our academic work; and, Mr. Cook gave a lecture accompanied by slides on American literature.

Mr. Larry Reynolds accompanied them to acquaint conference with Dordt College.

Approximately 200 students from the Minneapolis area attended the Conference, which opened with Young Life staffers speaking on topics such as the believer’s position in Christ, the cost of personal discipleship, and the true meaning of community. After these plenary meetings, a variety of seminars were held: Mr. Vander Stelt demonstrated how the Gospel frees us from false dilemmas in our academic work; and, Mr. Cook gave a lecture accompanied by slides on American literature.

The students’ response was very spirited and Spirit-filled---and contagious, judging from the preference of on- or off-campus housing by 70% of the participating student body who voted to support the new dormitory arrangement proposed by the Student Personnel Committee. Reviewing the results at their meeting Tuesday night, the SPC moved to present the proposal to the Student Life Senate. Should it be adopted, the new set-up will go into effect in the 1974-75 school term.

“Everyone on our committee was pleased with the results of the poll,” commented Student Forum’s representative on the SPC, Gary Stockmeier. “We all feel that the new plan will be more equitable, especially for the women.”

Students polled were asked to decide whether or not they preferred on-campus or off-campus housing by 70% of the participating women. They had a preference for off-campus housing. Students polled were asked whether West Hall should be co-ed (women live in one-half, men in the other half). There was a preference for the new arrangement as on-campus or off-campus housing was requested as well. But, in spite of support for the new plan, upperclassmen were generally favored off-campus residence. Of the seniors polled, approximately 80% of the men and 77% of the women stated they would rather live off campus.

Because seniors have lived through the system for four years, their preference for on- or off-campus housing was taken into consideration as well. 71% of senior men and 62% of senior women voted in favor of off-campus housing. Sophomore women answered the question 56% for off-campus, while upperclassmen were tied at 50%. Realizing that sophomores would live on-campus anyway under the new system, the freshmen polled favored on-campus housing by 70%.

On the Board of Trustees adopts the new arrangement, Mr. Hugh Cook had been invited to speak at a Young Life Conference at the Castaway Club Campgrounds in Minnesota, and the Young Life Conference at the Castaway Club.
Soli Deo Gloria

by John Strnik and Jlieg

August 29, 1973, 8 p.m. - Convocation and a theme
"Enhancing Dordt's Good Name" inaugurated the 73-
74 school term. A month of chapels witnessed various
explanations of that theme. Looking back on the sem-
ester, we must ask ourselves-what have we done to mir-
ror that theme? Was our work obedient to God's Will
for this community?

Evaluating three months of study cannot begin and end in
a report card or a course evaluation form, filled out in the
last five minutes of a class. Yet meaningful evaluation as-
ists the Dordt community in that obedience to God's Will.
We are forced to ask the right questions. What is teaching?
What is a student? What is scholarship? We then realize
that the motive in each area of competency is Soli Deo
Gloria.

Without forming power groups, perpetuating cliques or
sowing mistrust, student-faculty committees, Student
Forum and school publications together attempted to fulfill
their peculiar tasks. Being obedient to God's Will required
a broad outlook, one of unity in diversity, not a catering to
isolated interests.

Some wonder whether this semester's faculty debate in any
way enhanced Dordt's name. In many ways, perhaps it has.
Out of questioning and debate grew renewed reflection on
our purpose, task and place as a Christian academic in-
sitution. Perhaps we have been inspired to re-think our
perspectives, and take a stand. Students were prompted to
read up on the questions involved, to discuss, and thus to
crystallize their own position.

The sweetness of Christmas shouldn't trap us in syrupy
reflection and resolution. Rather, tying together facets of the past semester should revitalize our enthusiasm
for Christian scholarship. Sharing that enthusiasm with
friends and acquaintances during Christmas Vacation, con-
tinues "Enhancing Dordt's Good Name"-the striving to be
obedient to God's Will for this community.

Our disappointments and lack of trust in others, in ours-
elves, and in our scholarship shouldn't cloud our vision.
Dordt College is vital in God's Kingdom.
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Thank-you for chapel

I'd like to take this opportunity, prior to the end of the semes-
ter, to express my most hearty thanks and deepest appreciation
for this semester's chapel 'crew' who have made possible the
most inspiring, informative, and downright enjoyable convoca-
tions that I have ever experienced.

This is my first year at Dordt, so I don't have previous (Dordt)
chapel services to compare this semester's with, nevertheless I
do have a whole lifetime of experience with other types of wor-
ship services. I can still say in all honesty, that this year's
services have been the most uplifting ones I've ever attended.
The combination of varied musical programs, speakers, readers,
and so forth has really been great! Our musicians have really
been "putting out" helping to make the services not only condu-
vive to meaningful worship, but also pleasant to the ears (actu-
ally, those two things go hand in hand).

So, to all those involved, a great big THANK-YOU! May the
Lord continue to bless your efforts.

Richard Tietjen

A Happy New Year?

by political columnist Call Stockmeier

There will be no nostalgic Auld Lang Syne sung for
American politics this New Year's Eve. Too many
people are trying to forget, Nixon has been busy
dumping old acquaintances like his former staff, the
Committee to Re-elect the President, Agnew, Water-
gate, Connally, Richardson, Mitchell, Archibald
Cox and a host of other government officials. He's
making new friends whom he hopes will help him pull
the American people into forgetting the 1973 night-
mare of Watergate, impeachment, his personal fi-
 nancial problems, Agnew's resignation, illegal
campaign funds, Nixon's fuel consumption in the past
five years, and his chauffeured dog, King Timahoe.
The old problems of 1973 are being crowded out
by the new of 1974. The energy crisis and the im-
 pending recession already dominate the news, and
consequently dominate everyone's mind. The ex-
citement of corruption and intrigue wears off if no
blood is drawn. Nixon has only been soiled, not
bloodied, so people get bored. The new economic
problems seem to stir concern to Americans in their daily lives than the conduct
of the government in faraway Washington D.C. Most
Americans view government's major task to be eco-
 nomic in nature. It must provide a high Gross Na-
tional Product, high employment rates and low
prices. When abundance and comfort are threatened,
people develop a critical attitude and demand cor-
rection.

The government is responsible for economic jus-
tice, but too many people view this task as the sup-
plying of their own personal needs. A lower stan-
dard of living teach more justice for everyone is,
for most of us, unthinkable.

1974 may be the year in which we're all forced to
examine our economic life-styles. Are we going
to react like the truckers and concentrate on our
own interests, or are we willing to do our part in
curbing our national excesses? If not, we may be
headed for another year of depressing political
crises.


Gas prices hit traveling students

President B.J. Haan: "You've got to understand the issue."
Biking may be trendy...

As a child I loved to ride my bike. First there was my loyal tricycle, then my trusty, green two-wheeler, with training wheels, next the beloved blue bomb, 24" with fat tires, finally, my faithful friend with skinny tires. To school, to the store, to friends and just "around," I rode with great delight. There was just one problem; I loved biking too much.

While most kids retired their bikes to the back of the garage after eighth grade, I rode on. When I was still riding my bike as a high school junior, people thought it strange. That was in the days before biking was IN. In those days I was classed as a bike freak, a weirdo; placed in a category with a certain bereted Dordt professor who also rode his bike. There may have been a few more of us but I can only remember one or two bikers, aside from the grade school masses.

With a bit of amusement I have observed in the last couple years the fad of the bike emerge. I knew it would get to Dordt by about '73 since it had been raging elsewhere in the civilized world for at least two years. So it came as no surprise to me when I was repeatedly unable to park my bike in a bike rack this fall. It was trendy to have a bike.

As all trendy things go it was not cool to have just any vintage bike. Not just any two-wheeled vehicle bearing the label "bike" would do. Fat tires were OUT, as out as white socks and slicked back hair, a social outcast. Skinny tires at least got you in the race, but speeds were where it was really at. So campus avenues were packed with shining three, five and ten speed bikes. Bike helmets were organized, the SUB tandem rented. Gone were the days of being scolded at for taking the vow of the pedal; now it was a merit.

Not only college students and faculty took up the bike and rode, also the banker, the druggist, matrons and retired farmers wheeled through golden days smiling in contentment. Biking after all was good for the body, saved gas and kept the air free of pollutants. I waited, smiling knowingly too, everytime I had to put my bike on the grass due to the bike population boom.

I did not have to wait long. By mid-October, as falling leaves gave way to falling temperatures, the parking situation eased. The Iowa wind picked up and so did the number of cars on campus. Bikes went into cold storage; and by mid-November, biking was no longer trendy.

The energy crisis developed and I thought, PERHAPS, but no. As gas prices increased the bike rate continued to decrease. There are still some of us around, though only a few. Today (December 3) the bike count was: two at the business office rack, one leaning on the science building, one propped against the music building, zero at the library, five in the rack behind the classroom building, zero at the gym, and one at the SUB. But then at early morning class time the temperature was only 19 degrees. Yes, when I start out on my three-quarters of a mile ride to the college campus, it’s cold. By the time I’m halfway there I’m getting pretty toasty though. The way I figure it would take to start a car, drive from home to school, and amble about attempting to find a parking space I’d almost be there on a bike.

With the energy crisis bringing on higher gas prices I thought bikers, especially those who invested in ten speeds, would keep pedaling. Or if not pedal at least walk; maybe only gas rationing would force us to such an alternative. And don’t say it can’t be done; last year one Dordt student rode his bike all year, on ice, through snow, all year. The majority though opts for the car which just goes to show: Biking may be trendy, but not when it’s windy (or rainy, or snowy, or chilly).

Vicki captures dynamics

Tuesday evening, December 11, Vicki Van Essen presented her senior piano recital in the Choral Room of the Music Building. Four major works, representing baroque, romantic, impressionistic and contemporary styles of composition, were played.

Vicki opened the recital with Johann Sebastian Bach’s "Tocatta in C minor," a lengthy work that includes a massive double fugue, and opens and closes with improvisatory recitative passages. Vicki presented a forceful, rhythmically sturdy rendition of this work, and was particularly expressive in the lyrical recitatives. The dynamic level was of necessity higher than the harpsichords for which Bach wrote, but on the piano Vicki captured the contrasts in the terraced dynamics that are found in baroque music.

She next presented Beethoven’s "Sonata No.22, Op.54," This work is unusual in that it has only two movements, quite unlike any other Beethoven piano sonatas. Typical of Beethoven, however, is the tempestuous contrasts in moods, and overall full sound. The first movement was performed at a driving tempo. At times the clarity of the music suffered, especially when the harmonic structure became thicker, but the overall effect was dramatic and rich.

After intermission, Vicki returned to play the 1905 "Sonatine" of Maurice Ravel, the great French impressionistic composer who carried on the tradition of Debussy. Vicki played this movement with a sensitivity to the color and nuances, while also showing the subtle neo-Classical orientation of the composer.

The final work on the recital was "Sonata No.3, Op.28" by Prokofiev. Although this was a continuous piece of music, there were clearly contrasting "movements" that illustrated the melodic inventiveness of the composer, and his neo-Classical love of form. Vicki seemed most at home in this work, and brought the recital to an exciting close with her dynamic rendition of this forceful work. A reception followed the recital.
Consumer Children

To those of us too young to remember what gas rationing in World War II was like, the prospect seems rather startling. As startling as not always being able to buy the things we might like or not using electric items we have grown so dependent on. Most of us were children of the fifties, born and brought up in the post-WWII prosperity. The spartan life of depression days to us are only tales told by parents and grandparents.

We are consumer children, enjoying the life we were given when we grew up. Spaceships took off and came back; we saw it all on television. Cars were produced the way we wanted them, yes. We gave no thought of tomorrow. Our generation was geared to buy, use, throw out and buy again. Electricity was the only known way of life to us. Today an average American home looks like a hardware store display with electric blankets, blenders, openers, hair dryers, power mowers, snowmobiles, motorcycles, electric games, electric shavers and curlers, electric knives and scissors, and even more items. The leg of a table looks like one car as universal as the vee and soon was overcome by two or more cars.

In a way the Arab countries should be thanked for forcing us by the oil cutbacks to a position that should have been faced years ago. Before the Mid-East war and the subsequent oil cutoffs most of civilization lived as if there were no resources. People bought and sold and threw away commodities at an ever-increasing rate. Americans especially consumed at a rate which can only be viewed as shortsighted. Only 12% of the world's oil reserves, Americans consume nearly one third of the petroleum.

Our society of selfishness. Millions of dollars annually are spent on luxuries; from large cars to electric shoe shiners, the market is closed to the most progressive of the needs. Selfishness has been the key to consumerism. Instead of sharing large costly items such as washing machines and dryers, lawn mowers and cars, everyone buys one or more for themselves. Selfishness is evident not only in excessive ownership, but also in endless energy consumption, as if there was no one else in the world. The all important concern to save time and energy has given rise to devices as dishwasher, electric pencil sharpeners, golf carts and electric garage door openers. The items are purchased and sold with a thought of the effect the item will have on the ever-decreasing energy supply.

Now the epicurean living has caught up with us. We find ourselves left out in the cold with the purchase of homes and vehicles deterioring when all this will end. What too few people seem to realize is that the world has only limited resources. Living as if oil could be found beneath every patch of crab grass is simply unrealistic. Even if the Arabs would today suddenly reverse their policy, the Mid-East oil supply has an end too. The coming Alaska pipeline will not begin to bring us fuel for a good five years. Reaching the rich coal deposits in our state will mean raping the land of its beauty and fertility by strip mining.

In the final analysis the problems lie in time of diminishing resources? It appears only a great reversal in accepted lifestyle will enable us to continue to exist. A change in current patterns would certainly be in order. For us so used to consuming as much of anything as we please, turning around-face is not going to be easy. In a government which places big business interests before consumer interests, the changes we make will barely be enough. That does not allow us to do it without cutting back. Recycling of clothes, paper, glass, tin and other used articles has already been successfully organized in certain areas. Mass transit in cities requires less fuel and moves more people than the typical one passenger per car commuter situation. People living in areas without mass transit can form car pools, ride bikes or walk as gas saving alternatives.

Aside from forcing us all to be more aware of our responsibility to the earth, the fuel shortage may lead to a less mechanical way of life. One is not so narrow minded as to fail to see the fuel shortage bringing on drastic economic results, but there may be advantages as well.

Lower speed limits cut down on the numbers of oil accidents, more walking and biking will keep people in shape. Perhaps more active involvement in sports, instead of watching a game on T.V. or driving to a game and bring about a drop in the number of heart attacks. If electricity is cut, may people will return to making things by hand. Gas rationing could even unite families a bit; not everyone would be rushing out of the house at night and on weekends.

All this is not going to come automatically. Nor is it going to be back to the good old days of the family around the fireplace: also involved will be a good deal of pain. Many of us will be cold; if shortages are as drastic as some sources predict, some will even freeze. Certain people have already lost their jobs, and others will be faced with unemployment in the near future. Indeed, it is a heavy price to pay; made even heavier and harder to bear by an upbringing in a society which felt little responsibility for compulsive consumerism and thought the only price one paid for it was monetary.

Countrystyle Crisis

The effects of the energy crisis were obvious to us students driving through the country during Thanksgiving vacation. Gas stations on the roadways such as 1-80 (Iowa and Illinois) and 94 (Indiana and Michigan) seemed subdue as many vehicles drove between 50 and 60 miles per hour. Though attendant foretold of 60¢ a gallon gas prices in the near future, big name gas stations, Gulf, Standard, Mobil, Shell remained open. The large industrial city of Detroit people continued to park the freeway at 6 a.m. on the way to work. The gigantic FORD WORLD HEADQUARTERS sign, with continuous news looped dark high in the dawn of the Detroit sky.

Gas prices varied along the 2,200 mile round trip from Sioux Center, Iowa to Toronto, Ontario, Canada. In the United States, gas cost between 32 to 49 cents a gallon. The Canada ran a couple of cents more even with the larger Canadian gallon and a slightly friendlier Arab relationship.

The energy crisis in Canada had not, at that time, been as public an issue as in the United States, though it rated front page news coverage. November 22, Trudeau addressed Canadians on television in a speech aimed at explaining the effects of the energy crisis.
Trumpet recital performed in Bethel

by David Deems

Friday evening, December 7, Don Gray presented his senior trumpet recital. He made the most of this rather sparse and short work. Moving to another context, Gray has already set with Christ, as Christ was a complete man.

Judgment Day for all mankind. "This is Yakov his senior trumpet recital! made the most of this when Bok achieves his end, and freedom is obtained. The huddled body. Bok's answer is "I am a man."

Thus he symbolizes fied with any theological, philosophical, or political ends in a triumphal climax, seemingly out of place, "It seems, for their persecutors of the Jews Bibikov (Dirk Bogard) tries to defend Bok, but in the process is killed. Bok is left alone to suffer the accusation YakovBok of murder. A prominent lawyer in gentile society. He saves Levedev (Hugh Griffith, with Jeff Hall) to play Velacel Heidelberg (Suite for Two Trumpets), beating stereophonic effects, canon s and the continu-ous art forms, music, and Scripture reading. Linda DeBoer and Rochelle Kold, both Dorst juniors will provide special musical moments. Following the program, a reception will be held in the Commons...
"Ruth"...dramatically encouraging

What a joy for Christians to see a Christian drama. "Ruth" is a beautifully produced road show featuring a large cast, magnificent scenery, and wonderful props. The story of Ruth is brought to life with a vibrant and colorful cast, and the music is spiritually uplifting. The actors are talented and their performances are captivating. The set design is impressive, and the costumes are authentic. The overall production is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the cast and crew. It is a must-see for all who appreciate quality Christian entertainment.

On Saturday, December 15, "Ruth: The Sun Dance Kid" will be shown three times in C100. "Ruth: The Sun Dance Kid" is the most expensive film this year but the Committee hopes to attract a crowd. The film features a young boy, played by a handsome young actor, who is determined to make it as a rodeo rider. The story is well-crafted and the performances are strong. The film is well worth the admission price.

The committee is exploring the possibility of expanding their film offerings to include a wider variety of genres. This year, they have added a few foreign films and a documentary, which have been well-received. The committee is always looking for new and exciting films to show, and they welcome suggestions from the community.

The committee is also looking to improve the audience experience. They are considering adding more comfortable seating and better sound and picture quality. They are also exploring the possibility of adding refreshments to their offerings.

The committee is grateful for the support of the community and looks forward to continuing to bring high-quality films to the area in the future.

Burt Cassidy here Dec. 15

Wednesday evening, November 25, the Music Department presented Gary Ritsema (accompanied by Sue De Mez) and Marilyn Schneider in a recital of "Horizons in Music, Past and Present," with a wide variety of vocal and keyboard music, including some contemporary music. The programs included helpful notes on the music and historical performances which the audience understood. The music was well performed and appreciated.

Ritsema opened Miss Schneider followed by Ms. Schneider's aria sung at the Vermeil center. It was well received by the audience. The recital closed with Miss Schneider's "Don't Look Back," which was a beautiful and moving performance.

Revelt presents "horizons in music"

by David Douma

Wednesday evening, November 25, the Music Department presented Gary Ritsema (accompanied by Sue De Mez) and Marilyn Schneider in a recital of "Horizons in Music, Past and Present," with a wide variety of vocal and keyboard music, including some contemporary music. The programs included helpful notes on the music and historical performances which the audience understood. The music was well performed and appreciated.

Ritsema opened Miss Schneider followed by Ms. Schneider's aria sung at the Vermeil center. It was well received by the audience. The recital closed with Miss Schneider's "Don't Look Back," which was a beautiful and moving performance.

Dordt continues aid to Vermillion

Approximately six to ten Dordt students make a weekly trek to the student outreach center near the University of South Dakota in Vermillion, South Dakota. The students go by car each Sunday to attend the worship services there and aid in some aspects of the outreach work. Rev. John Van Enns has been in charge of the work at the Vermillion center now for nearly a year and has made quite a lot of progress. He has invited many of the pastors of the various student centers into a more effective outreach among the University students. Presently each of the pastors is conducting a course at the University itself on certain aspects of Christianity.

The Dordt students who spend their Sundays at Vermillion are active in the Vermillion community and are well-respected by the pastors. The students are currently collecting money to purchase a new church building for the Vermillion congregation. They are also working on a new mission project in South Dakota.

Anyone interested in volunteering in this work may contact Ken Eiten.
Holding 2-1-1 record—
Blades see action
by Julius De Jager

The Dordt Blades hit the ice last weekend and came away with a tie and a win from two games with Iowa State University. The weekend before, Dordt bowed to Drake University but overpowered the Graceland skaters. Each weekend saw the Blades shaky in the first game and solid in the second.

Dordt College's first hockey game of the season was against Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa, on November 30. The Dordt Bulldogs, with five games in hand, easily skated around the disorganized Blades. The second period saw Drake pull away with a tie and a win from two games with Iowa State University. The weekend before, Dordt bowed in 2-3 fashion to rock-solid Cummins. This time the black and gold skaters never managed to score 2 goals, robbing goalie DeRooy with his own posts, losing minutes they pumped in nine more goals. This time a defense man, Cecil Tuininga, got a hat-trick, ISU managed to score 2 goals, robbing goalie DeRoo with a shut-out. The final score was 11-2 for Dordt.

With Christmas vacation coming up, the Dordt Blades will be getting the valuable ice-time they see their undefeated team. The team won in an exciting fashion, beating Dakota State by an 88-80 margin. The Defenders held a substantial lead throughout the entire game, but in the winning minutes they saw that lead diminish. At once again, they caught themselves and pulled ahead. It was Shannon's big night once more with 19 points; plus he is credited for dragging down numerous crucial rebounds. Kooy tossed in 13, Sybersma and Schnyders 12, to round off the list. The Defenders had to fight hard for their victory, but they pulled through with a 91-89 overtime win. Dordt upholds its undefeated stand, as he hit for 20 big points. Sybersma again followed closely with 19 and Schnyders and Dan Steenstra contributed as they did last year. Also adding to this victory, as it did to the others, was the tough Dordt defense and rebounding.

The Dordt College Defenders continue playing ball, and as they do, they continue winning. Their wins have come in the form of a respectable 6-0 record.

After their two opening home games, the Defenders hit the road for another three. The number of fans was thus cut considerably, their caliber was stronger than ever. First the team travelled to Nebraska to battle for first place with the Cornhuskers. The game was not a very exciting one, but the fans were waiting to see the neat skating. The weekend before, Dordt bow ed to Iowa State, and as they should, proved to be better than ever.

December 5, Dordt travelled to Sioux City to take on Briar Cliff and once again came out on top 81-72. This was to be Paul's big night as he hit for 20 big points. Sybersma again followed closely with 19 and Schnyders and Dan Steenstra contributed again. Also adding to this, as it did to the others, was the tough Dordt defense and rebounding.

The Defenders were finally home again and the fans were waiting to see their undefeated team. The team won in an exciting fashion, beating Dakota State by an 88-80 margin. The Defenders held a substantial lead throughout the entire game, but in the winning minutes they saw that lead diminish. At once again, they caught themselves and pulled ahead. It was Shannon's big night once more with 19 points; plus he is credited for dragging down numerous crucial rebounds. Kooy tossed in 13, Sybersma and Schnyders 12, to round off the list of top scorers. Dan Netz, back up center, should also be commended for his fine substituting role.

Dordt upholds its undefeated stand, anxiously awaiting those last two home games before the Christmas break, but confident they will wrap it up with an 8-0 record.

Briefly speaking...

The tide is turning in the battle for first place in I-M standings. With the results of the badminton tournaments in the, Junior's accumulated a whopping 108 points, followed by the Seniors with 36, the Freshmen with 27, and the Sophomores with 16.

In women's singles, Karen Emmelkamp (Sr) took first place. She was followed by Cheryl Otte (Fr) in second, with Nancy Mathies and Grace Bos (both Frs), in third and fourth.

In mixed doubles the Juniors took the first three places, led by Duane Postma and Grace Bos. Following in a close second were Rog Addink and Nancy Mathies, with Bill Brouwer and Barb Louters in third, Karen Emmelkamp and Henry Huizing (Sr), took fourth place.

In men's doubles, Rog Addink and Duane Postma (Jrs.) took first place in a really competitive tournament. Lyle Faber and Brad Diksenon (Jrs.) followed in second place, with a hard fought battle for third and fourth going to Keith Van Be and Bob Vander Pol over Clarence Oudman and Steve Marcus.

The 100-Mile Club members are giving a final spurt toward the end of the semester. There are six members over the 100-mile mark, with a several close to it. Ed Doornenbal still leads the pack with 187 miles, followed closely by Paul N'eilahn with 169, and Marlin Westra with 116, Linda Bogard with 110, and Marie Van Egil with 109. Phyllis Nanninga, and Sharon Tiemstra at 100.

In the freethrow tournament (women's), Nancy Bekkoff (Sr) took first, with Judy Fopma (Jr) in second, Roxie DeGroot (Fr) in third, Kay Hibma (Soph) got fourth. In men's competition, Mark Vogelsang (Fr) took first place after breaking a tie with Greg Sjoerdma (Jr). Bob Van DeReit (Fr) took third and Glen Vander Wel (Soph) got fourth, again a tie-breaker.